EYEBROW ICONS
For decades, the shape, volume
and maintenance of the eyebrows
has been the subject of great
debate, discussion, conversation
and controversy. Whether you
love them or hate them, you
remember them…snd the women
who will always be remembered
for their iconic eyebrows.
Marilyn Monroe epitomized the
Hollywood Starlet with her
gracefully sculpted brows, adding
the edge of naivety needed to
contrast her blatant sensuality.
With the simple arch of the brown,
Vivian Leigh could command both
and scorn as Scarlet O’Hara, in
‘Gone With The Wind’.
Elizabeth Taylor, Audrey Hepburn,
Sophia Loren, Brook Shields and
Madonna add to the list by setting
trends and moving the masses to
agreeably follow their lead…
changing the face of conventional
beauty, one arch at a time.

TREND WATCH

When choosing a brow shape, it is key to
know which shape is most flattering for
your facial shape. The right brow choice
can make the face appear more
contoured and is an instant de-ager. IF
you’re not sure of your facial shape, here
is a trick to help you know for sure.
Step 1: PREP
To find your face shape with this technique, you'll need a dryerase marker, a mirror, and your face. You can substitute
lipstick or lip liner if you don't have any erasable markers.
Step 2: MEET YOUR MIRROR
Stand directly in front of your mirror with your hair pulled back.
Stay completely still as you trace an outline of your face with
your marker or lipstick.
Step 3: CROSS-REFERENCE
Once you've finished drawing an outline of your face, stand back
and take a look at the results. Is the shape oblong or short?
Where does your face widen and taper? Use the gray shapes in
the chart to cross-reference your shape with common facial
structures.

OVAL
Those with oval
faces will have
forehead that is
only a tiny bit wider
than their curved
chin—picture an
egg placed upside
down.

OBLONG
Your forehead,
cheeks, and
jawline are
approximately
the same width
and your chin
has a very slight
curve.

ROUND
Your chin is
rounded and
your
cheekbones are
the widest part
of your face.

SQUARE
If you have a
square face, the
sides of your face
are straight and
your jawline is
slightly angled
with a very
minimal curve.

HEART
If your chin is
pointed and your
forehead is the
widest part of
your face, you
have a heartshaped face.

Beauticontrol has everything you need to
have iconic brows.. These new products
will enhance your brows and your eyes to
give you summer-ready color that lasts
and lasts.

ALL IN ONE BROW KIT
Build perfect
eyebrows with one
convenient kit,
complete with tools
that sculpt, color and
define.

Kit includes:
• stencils
• wax
• color powders
• a highlighter
• a dual-ended
applicator brush
• a built-in mirror

THREE STEPS TO FABULOUS
BROWS:
Step 1: Choose your preferred
eyebrow stencil and position it
over one eyebrow. Using the
bristled brush, dip it into the
wax primer and brush through
to shape brow.

Step 2: Next, select your
preferred powder color
and apply it to brows
using the angled brush.
Step 3: Finally, apply the
highlighter beneath the
brow bone to accentuate the
arch.
Clean the stencil, flip it over,
and repeat the process
on the opposite eyebrow.

Beauticontrol takes the
guess-work out of finding the
right brow shape, with
stencils to help you in
grooming your brows as well
as enhancing them with
either a pencil or powder
brow products.
Which brow is best for you?
See chart below:

PRECISION BROW PENCIL
Flawlessly frame your face with these easyto-use tools that require minimal skill for
expertly defined eyebrows.

Key Benefits
• Dual-sided tool with a
creamy color formula on
one end and a shaping
and contouring brush on
the other
• Long-lasting formula
• Available in three shades
• Never needs sharpening

So you missed your last brow appointment.
Don’t fret; neglecting your aesthetician
doesn’t have to mean abandoning your
brows. Properly shaped eyebrows can
make you look younger and more awake,
so there’s no excuse not to groom! The
secret to a perfectly shaped eyebrow can
be summed up in 4 points… or rather 4
lines: the beginning, the highest point of the
arch, the end and where it all comes
together.
The inner edge of your brow should line up
with the outside of your nose.
The highest point of your arch should be
where the diagonal line extending from the
outside of your nose to the outside of your
pupil would hit.
The outer edge of your brow should taper
off at the point where your eyebrow and
the diagonal line from your nose to the
outside corner of your eye would intersect.

Where Brow
Should Begin
Highest Peak
of Arch
Where Brow
Should End

Pair your perfectly groomed brows with perfectly defined eyes. These
products are must-haves for summer ready color that will keep all eyes on
you.

LONG-WEARING LIQUID EYELINERS
Precisely line your eyes with this
smudge-, sweat- and water-proof
formula that promises to enhance
your eyes for hours.
Our specially designed
applicator brush makes
subtle to dramatic
definition easy to
achieve and the quickdrying formula ensures
your look will stay in
line.

LASH IMPACT
This nurturing and enriched
formula coat and conditions
lashes in water-, smudge- and
smear-proof mascara with a
specially engineered wand that
expertly volumizes, lengthens
and separates lashes for
maximum impact.

Key Benefits
• Waterproof
• Smudge proof
• Sweat proof
• Paraben free
• Dermatologist and Ophthalmologist tested

ILLUMINATING EYE COLOR
PALETTE
These four versatile shades blend
seamlessly onto lids for multiple looks that
enhance the eyes with illuminating pigments
that last for hours.
Transition from understated and elegant to
full-on glamorous with one perfect palette.

